Dear students of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering,

Today the email is a bit shorter, which is usually a good sign ;-).

The most important points in brief:

- The **examination period**, as already reported several times, will be from **Monday, 26.07.2021, to Saturday, 21.08.2021**, in Mechanical Engineering, and therefore harmless for internships etc. The **registration period** goes until **Sunday, 11.07.2021**. That's still a bit, but better register early than too late ;-).
- The **examination numbers for the examinations located in the catalogues**, especially in the module MW-MB-22, are now there, i.e. online enrolment is possible here.
- Unfortunately, this does not yet apply to the **modules marked with "S" in the PO 2014 schedule for the MB and VNT postgraduate studies**. We hope that this will be possible in the near future. Please be patient and do not register by paper yet!
- Any **changes to exam formats** due to Covid-19 can be found in the exam date listings.
- There you will also find information on the **online mock exams**. Please make sure to make use of these opportunities!
- Some of you may already have noticed that **in Selma the exam time is always from 0:05 to 23:55**. This is a system-related problem that we cannot change. Of course, this does not mean that the exam lasts all day or is available all day. **You will get the times when the exams actually take place from the lecturers of the corresponding modules!** Please inform yourself there, so that you really arrive at the right time for the exam!

In all likelihood, however, there will be some **partial presentations** next week or the week after - you will receive information on this directly from the lecturers, who will now tackle the "hybrid" effort for the last few weeks.

Dresden, 25. Juni 2021
Apart from that, there is only the usual standard information at the moment:

- The **specialised internships in the 7th semester** can also be completed at TU Dresden chairs, just like last summer. And the **notice board with corresponding internship offers**, which you can find in the Opal course at [https://tud.link/vwta](https://tud.link/vwta), is constantly filling up.
- Unfortunately, the university still exists in an essentially digital world and therefore the examination office also operates digitally. Therefore, as always, we urgently request that you **only** send applications etc. by e-mail!
- For the **submission of theses and supporting documents**, please note once again the change that with the fact that the world outside the university is coming back to life, submission can once again be made in the form required by the examination regulations, namely 2 printed copies via the TUD deadline mailbox ([https://tud.link/4and](https://tud.link/4and)) or by post. The transition period from the previous solution via OwnCloud will only last until 30.06.2021.

So much for today, enjoy the weekend,

stay healthy and try to get vaccination appointments! This will be very important in view of your presence in the winter semester!

Stefan Odenbach